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It Stands Alone
The 3000R® continues its unprecedented 
track record of excellence

Our base spec reefer is a platform for 
rising standards. It continues to deliver 
a high level of thermal efficiency, and 
innovative features are continually added 
to improve performance. 

The 3000R reflects our timeless pledge 
to engineer reefers of unrivaled quality 
that improve your business outcomes.

Built with the same industry-leading 
technologies found on the 3000R, the 
3000R® Multi-Temp offers your business 
several custom options to meet your 
unique operational requirements.
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Foam Mandrel Foam-In-Place 
Insulation
Foam-in-place insulation provides 
360-degree foam to ensure that the entire 
trailer is fully insulated, 100% void free. With 
no joints to foam later, this process delivers 
optimum thermal efficiency.

Utility-Designed Rear Barrier Door® 
The bonded foam “sandwich” design 
improves thermal performance and provides 
a tight seal. External “hat” sections mount all 
door hardware without “thru-holes” into the 
internal foam cavity, reducing moisture entry 
points, keeping the foam dry, and optimizing 
thermal performance.

Hendrickson® ULTRAA-K® 40K 
Air Ride & Slider System
A heavy-duty slider box that includes 
the Quik-Draw® air-operated pin pull 
mechanism, improves load protection 
and lowers tare weight. Zero Maintenance 
Damping® (ZMD®) technology with 
shockless ride provides added driver 
comfort. Also standard is 96" of slider travel 
for increased versatility in load distribution 
and sharp turning radius conditions.

Bendix® TABS-8 Advanced with 
Trailer Roll Stability Program
Trailer roll stability technology improves 
trailer safety. It combines anti-lock braking 
(ABS) with a set of trailer sensors that 
monitor stability and automatically trigger 
braking intervention when detecting 
conditions that may lead to trailer rollover.

20K Aluminum Duct Floor System 
The aluminum high wear duct floor system 
has a 20,000 lb capacity with full-width 
hardwood floor fillers from sustainable 
sources that give added support for 
optimum performance. Aluminum I-cores 
at the rear 36" and its exclusive bearing 

“grid” system, provide extra support in 
the critical dock to trailer transition.

.065" Versitex®-Utility VR2 Lining
Utility’s standard high impact lining on the 
complete interior reduces maintenance 
costs. The highly durable, moisture resistant 
lining wards off damage from forklift impact, 
keeps the foam insulation dry, and reduces 
overall heat loss of the trailer.

Our Pledge: Exceed 
Others’ Standards 
We continue to upgrade technologies to 
further enhance performance
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Video
Find out more about the quality that 
is built into every Utility reefer.



Precise Variations 
of Cold
Get optimum thermal efficiency 
for more than one type of load

When you are shipping various temperature sensitive products 
all in one load, our 3000R Multi-Temp delivers tremendous 
value. Numerous options are available that enable you 
to configure this reefer to meet your specific business 
applications. Count on the 3000R Multi-Temp to deliver a high 
level of thermal efficiency zone by zone.

CenterSeal® Load Partition Device
The thermally efficient CenterSeal load 
partition device allows for multiple zones 
inside a trailer for increased load versatility 
and efficiency.

Multi-Temp Load Partition Systems
Multiple trailer compartment configurations 
protect temperature sensitive cargo 
and increase trailer utilization for better 
operational efficiency.
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Get an up close look 
Take a 360° tour of the 3000R.



The 3000R is a continuing promise to our 
customers. We will engineer strong, light 
weight refrigerated vans that will help 
you to be more productive and profitable. 
And, we will build them to deliver a higher 
level of thermal performance available 
on the market today and tomorrow.

Our promise is to also give each 
customer a higher return on their 
investment, through a lower total cost 
of ownership, a higher resale value, and 
a better overall ownership experience. 
From its exterior skin to every exacting 
detail inside, under and above, you can 
count on a Utility refrigerated van to 
simply be a better business decision.

Our Commitment is to 
Your Peace of Mind 
Our reefers are designed to optimize 
performance and minimize risk

Every idea is put to the test
We put every trailer design through 
rigorous testing on our proprietary 
and industry exclusive torture test 
track. This is how we keep our 
promise that every Utility trailer 
will deliver ongoing exceptional 
performance in the real world.
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Video
Discover how you can be assured 
of optimum thermal performance.



Our Business 
is to Better Yours

It embodies excellence
Our philosophy of continuous 
improvement has made the 3000R the 
most trusted refrigerated van in history. 
The technology that is continually 
integrated into the 3000R ensures that 
it maintains its leadership in optimizing 
thermal efficiency and performance.

We design for adaptability
Specialization is a core competency. 
We’ve invented an extensive array 
of value-add options that optimize 
efficiency, and with thousands of 
possible configurations, we’ll customize 
a reefer to profitably achieve your 
business objectives. Whatever you 
require, from weight saving technologies 
to highly custom, multi-temp food 
distribution options, we’ll build reefers 
specialized for your unique applications. 

Return on investment 
A Utility reefer has historically retained 
its value better than others, commanding 
higher prices in the secondary market. 
Its strong, light weight, and thermally-
efficient design contributes to reducing 
maintenance costs and lowering 
ongoing operating expenses.

Everything we do, from design to 
manufacture is to provide you with 
products that optimize efficiency, lower 
costs, and deliver a long life cycle. 

*Specifications, data, availability and images are subject to change without notice.
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